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SUMMARY

We have investigated the number, the location, the orientation and the structure of the seven ori sequences
present in the mitochondrial genome of a wild-type strain, A, of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. These homologous
sequences are formed by three G + C-rich clusters, A, B and C, and by four A + T-rich stretches. Two of the
latter, p and s, are located between clusters A and B; one, Z, between clusters B and C; and one r, either
immediately follows cluster C (in ori 3-7), or is separated from it by an additional A + T-rich stretch, r’, (in
ori 1 and ori 2). The most remarkable differences among ori sequences concern the presence of two additional
G + C-rich clusters, /I and y, which are inserted in sequence I of ori 4 and 6 and in the middle of sequence r
of ori 4,6 and 7, respectively. Neglecting clusters /I and y and stretch r’, the length of on’ sequences is 280 + 1 bp,
and that of the I stretch 200 f 1 bp. Hairpin structures can be formed by the whole A-B region, by clusters
fi and ‘y,and (in ori 2-6) by a short AT sequence, Zp,immediately preceding cluster /I. An overall tertiary folding
of ori sequences can be obtained. Some structural features of ori sequences are shared by the origins of
replication of the heavy strands of the mitochondrial genomes of mammalian cells.

INTRODUCTION

The mitochondrial genomes of spontaneous cytoplasmic petite mutants of S. cerevisiue are exclusively
made up of identical repeat units resulting from the
tandem amplification of the DNA segment originally
excised from the parental wild-type genome (Bernardi, 1979; Faugeron-Fonty et al., 1979). Therefore,
Abbreviations:

ars, autonomously

pairs; EtBr, ethidium
frame;

bromide;

replicating

sequence;

on‘, origin of replication.
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each repeat unit of a petite genome is bound to
contain an origin of replication, and, since petite
genomes can arise from many regions of the wildtype genome, the latter should contain not only one,
but several origins of replication (Prunell and Bernardi, 1977). Furthermore, since petite genomes
contain a large number of origins of replication,
because of the amplification of their repeat units,
they should be very efficient in replication (de
Zamaroczy et al., 1979; Goursot et al., 1980).
Interestingly, the conclusions just mentioned
could not be reached from studies on EtBr-induced
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petites, practically the only ones studied in other
laboratories, simply because these genomes were
poorly characterized, were often rearranged (Lewin
et al., 1978), and were supposed to contain novel
sequences as the result of extensive reshuming of the
excised segments (Gordon and Rabinowitz, 1973 ;
Fauman and Rabinowitz, 1974; Gordon et al., 1974;
Lazowska et al., 1974). As a consequence, the model
in which every petite mutant DNA contained a
wild-type replication origin was considered unnecessarily complex (Locker et al., 1979; Bos et al., 1980)
and complicated schemes were proposed both for
the mechanism of formation of petite genomes and
for their replication (Borst et al., 1976). Concerning
the latter, hypotheses ranged (Sanders et al., 1976)
from the translocation of the supposedly single
replication origin of the wild-type genome onto the
nascent petite genome (within or without the amplified region), to the use of secondary origins, and to
the involvement in replication of the unusual pyrimidine of unknown structure found in petite RDIA
(Borst et al., 1976).
When the sequence of a repeat unit from a
spontaneous petite, a-l/lR/Zl, was first determined
(Gaillard and Bernardi, 1979) we looked for an
origin of replication and noted three G + C-rich
clusters (henceforth called GC clusters: A, B, C in
Figs. 1 and 4). These sequences had been postulated
to be present in replication origins (Prune11 and
Bernardi, 1977) because their structures suggested
that they could be specifically recognized by proteins
(Bernardi, 1968). Clusters A and B were also found,
together with a 35bp flanking stretch, in the repeat
units of petites b and a *-l/7/8 (Fig. l), which were
derived from two different regions of the wild-type
genome (de Zamaroczy et al., 1979; Goursot et al.,
1980). Further investigations (Bernardi et al., 1980)
showed that such homology was present in at least
five regions (later expanded to seven) ofthe wild-type
genome, and that it extended over at least 260 bp to
include cluster C.
Three observations reinforced our working hypothesis that these sequences (which we called on
sequences *) were indeed the postulated origins of
replications. The first one (de Zamaroczy et al.,
1979; 1981; Goursot et al., 1980; Bernardi et al.,
1980; Blanc and Dujon, 1980) was that crosses of
highly suppressive petites with wild-type cells practically only produced diploids harboring the mito-

chondrial genome of the petite used in the cross ; this
indicated that the genome of these “supersuppressive” petites could compete with the genome of
wild-type cells, in all likelihood because it contained
multiple copies of the origin of replication, Incidentally, this observation eliminated a different explanation for the phenomenon of suppressivity based on
destructive recombination between the wild type and
the petite genome (Cohen et al., 1970; Michaelis
et al., 1973; Deutsch et al., 1974; Perlman and Birky,
1974; Slonimsky and Lazowska, 1977). The second
observation (Bernardi et al., 1980; de Zamaroczy
et al., 1981) was that both the potential secondary
structure formed by GC clusters A and B and the
primary structure of GC cluster C were very similar
to structures found in the bona fide replication origin
of the heavy strand of HeLa cell mitochondrial DNA
(Crews et al., 1979). The third observation was that
ori sequences contained sites for the initiation of
DNA transcription which were known to be overlapping or contiguous with ori sequences in other
genomes and, in particular, in the mitochondrial
genome of HeLa cells (Cantatore and Attardi, 1980).
More recently, direct evidence has been obtained for
RNA-primed bidirectional DNA replication starting
at ori sequences (Baldacci and Bernardi, 1983;
Baldacci et al., 1984).
Here we present investigations on the number, the
location, the orientation and the structure of the ori
sequences present in the mitochondrial genome of a
wild-type strain, A. Preliminary reports on this work
were published (Bemardi et al., 1980; 1983; de
Zamaroczy et al., 1981; Bemardi, 1982a). In the
following paper, we examine the ori sequences as
found in the mitochondrial genomes of a number of
wild-type strains (Faugeron-Fonty et al., 1984).
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MATERIALS

(b) Mitocbondrial

AND METHODS

Mitochondrial DNA was purified by centrifugation in a CsCl density gradient, using a method
modified from Lang et al. (1977). Restriction enzyme
degradations, gel electrophoresis, nick-translation of
DNA probes, transfer of DNA to nitrocellulose
filters, and filter hybridization were performed essentially as described (Faugeron-Fonty et al., 1979).
The primary structure of DNA was determined
according to the chemical method of Maxam and
Gilbert (1977), using both 5’ and 3’ end-labeling.
For details, see the legends to Figs. 1 and 4. Sequence comparisons were made using the computer
program of Dumas and Ninio (1982). Cloning of the
HaeIII fragment carrying ori from the genome of

(a) Yeast strains

All petites used in this work were spontaneous
cytoplasmic petites (Faugeron-Fonty et al., 1979;
1983; de Zamaroczy et al., 1981; Goursot et al.,
1982; Marotta et al., 1982; Mangin et al., 1983),
derived from wild-type S. cerevisiae strains D-2432B-Rl and C-982-19d, also called A and B, respectively, in our laboratory (Bernardi et al., 1970). As in
previous work, “wild type” refers here to the mitochondrial genome. Fig. 1 shows the restriction maps
of the repeat units of the mitochondrial genomes of
these petites. Culture conditions were as described
by Faugeron-Fonty et al. (1979).
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petite a-3/1/5/Bl (de Zamaroczy et al., 1981) was
done by oligo(C)-oligo(G) tailing in pBR322.

RESULTS

(a) The number of ori sequences

Screening of the mitochondrial genomes of many
independent spontaneous petites derived from wildtype strain A revealed that the majority of them
contained at least one ori sequence, as judged from
diagnostic restriction sites located in GC clusters A,
B and C (Fig. 1). The exceptions concerned OK,
on’” and orz= petites, in which ori sequences were
partially deleted, absent, or rearranged; these cases
have been studied elsewhere (de Zamaroczy et al.,

H

1981; Goursot et al., 1982; Faugeron-Fonty et al.,
1983; Mangin et al., 1983). Restriction mapping
showed that the ori sequences found in different
petites belonged in seven classes, showing different
flanking sequences (Fig. 1). When petite genomes
containing different ori sequences were used as
32P-labeled ori probes and hybridized to Hue111
digests of the mitochondrial genome of wild-type
strain A, seven common hybridizing fragments were
found (Fig. 2) having the same size as those carrying
different ori sequences (Fig. 1). This experiment
confirmed that the mitochondrial genome of strain A
contained seven ori sequences, which were called
oril to on7 in the order in which we discovered them.
(h) The location and orientation of ori sequences

The ori sequences were mapped and oriented on
the genome of strain A by hybridizing ori probes with
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repeat units of 14 spontaneous
petites. Oril, -3, -4
and -5 were sequenced in petite genomes derived
from strain A, o&l?, -6 and -7 in petite genomes
derived from strain B ; the latter are located on
Hoe111 fragments having the same size and the same
position on the genome map in strains A and B
(Faugeron-Fonty
et al., 1984).
The or-i sequences are presented in Fig. 4 using the
same orientation
of clusters A, B, C, regardless of
their actual orientation on the genome map (Fig. 3).
The GC content of ori sequences is 18.7%, on the
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Fig. 4. Primary structure ofari sequences and their flanking regions. The ori sequences were determined for the repeat units of 14 different
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(ori4);
a-15/4/1/B3 (ori5); a-3/1/5/Bl (ori6); a-10/3/Bl (ori7). Site ori was originally sequenced on petite b (de Zamaroczy et al., 19X1), since
discovered to be a hybrid ori sequence (like that of petite b-7); for this reason the region preceding cluster A of ori2, as previously
presented (de Zamaroczy et al., 1981), belonged in fact to orz7 (see also legend of Fig. 2). Regions of on’sequences are indicated by thick
lines for GC clusters A, B and C and thin lines for AT stretches p, s, 1 and r. The positions of GC clusters fi in ori 4 and 6, and 1’in
ori 4,6 and 7 are given, as well as their sequences in ori 4 and 6 (bottom lines); r sequences are indicated by heavy line boxes; r’ and
r” sequences by broken line boxes. Other boxes indicate sequences la, ip. Ig, ra, the excision sequences af the repeat units of petites
a-l/lR/1/26, a-l/lR/14, a-3/1/33, a-3/1/5, and a-l/lR/Zl and the initiation triplet of the open reading frames of ori 1, 2, 3 and 5. The
left flanking sequence of or% includes GC cluster x (see Nobrega and Tzagoloff, 1980), and the right flanking sequence of on’7 another
GC cluster, 6, (see Macino and Tzagoloff, 1980); downward arrows indicate their locations. The primary structures of x and 6 are given
in Fig. 5. N indicates a modified C in sequence fg of ori2. Another modified nucleotide is found in the left flanking sequence of ~$2.
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average (neglecting additional clusters b and y and
sequence r’), about the same as the whole genome
(Bernardi et al., 1970). They are characterized by
extremely specific features, GC clusters and A + Trich stretches (henceforth called AT stretches),
which are described below (Figs. 4-6).
(i) GC clusters A, B and C are identical in all ori
sequences; GC cluster fi was only found in 0174and
6, at exactly the same location and with an identical
sequence; GC cluster y was only found in o&4,6 and
7, again at exactly the same location and with an
identical sequence, except that three nucleotides
were missing in the case of or27 (Fig. 5); in contrast
with the other GC clusters which had a GC content
of 82-89%, the y cluster only had a GC content of
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a

59%: two additional GC clusters, x and 6, exist in
the flanking sequences of ori and or17, respectively,
as present in the petite genomes studied by Nobrega
and Tzagoloff (1980) and Macino and Tzagoloff
(1980); their positions are indicated in Fig. 4 and
their sequences are given in Fig. 5. GC cluster CIis an
on” sequence, as defined by Goursot et al. (1982).
Restriction sites corresponding to clusters d and 6
were also found in our petites carrying ori and -7.
(ii) The complementary palindromic AT stretch p
following cluster A is identical in all ori sequences;
the short AT sequence s preceding cluster B is
identical in all on’ sequences, except for ori3, where
it presents four differences (Figs. 4 and 7).
(iii) The long AT sequence I bridging clusters B
and C is a complex region characterized by a
constant length (neglecting cluster 8, if present):
200 bp in ori2, 56; 201 bp in ori3; 199 bp in oril, 4;
and 198 in on7. Region 1 is essentially made up of
largely overlapping, short, direct and inverted repeats, the latter being complementary or not. These
features are identical to those found in AT spacers
of intergenic and intervening sequences (Bernardi
and Bemardi, 1980; Bernardi 1982b; 1983).
The GC content of the I region is 10 + 1%. The
distribution of A and T on the two strands is
asymmetrical, the ratio T/A being 1.7 f 0.2 in the
strand represented in Fig. 4; oligo(T) stretches are
longer and more abundant than oligo(A) stretches
on the same strand.
As shown in Fig. 6, 143 positions of I stretch are
constant, being occupied by the same base in all ori
sequences (126 positions), or at least in six of them
(17 positions). Of the 57 variable positions, 46 are
occupied by two nucleotides only; 34 of these
positions are occupied by A or T, 9 by A or G and
C or T and three present a deletion. The other 11
positions are occupied by three nucleotides; the two
most frequent nucleotides are A or T in seven of
these positions.
The first half of the I sequence (positions 101-197)
comprises: (1) a stretch, between positions 101 and
151, which is very rich in T (T/A = 2.6 f 0.2) and
extremely conserved, particularly in its first 32 bases;
this accounts for the fact that an 80-bp region
encompassing clusters A-B, and this stretch was the
first to be seen as an identical sequence at three
different locations on the mitochondrial genome (de
Zamaroczy et al., 1979); (2) a highly conserved
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24-bp sequence starting at position 152; its first
11-bp sequence, la, shows a perfect match, in oril, 5
and 7, with the urs site of the mitochondrial
DNA of
Candida utilis (Tikhomirova
et al., 1983) and with
one of the two ars sites of yeast sequence ARS2
(Tschumper
and Carbon,
1982); the other la sequences differ from these am sites, ATTTATATTTA, by the addition, after position 7, of a T (in ori2)
or an A (in ori3,4 and 6); in all cases, the la sequence
was followed by a conserved base, T, also present in
the C. utilisars site; (3) a conserved 16-bp sequence,
lp, immediately preceding the insertion position of
cluster B; in ori2-6 this sequence can form a hairpin
loop (see section d).
The second half of the 1 sequence (positions

198-300) contains a 50-bp highly conserved stretch
(positions
233-282),
which comprises
an 18-bp
sequence,
alternating

lg, (Fig. 5), very largely made up of
purines and pyrimidines;
this sequence

contains a nonanucleotide
(previously called cluster
B’ ; Bemardi, 1982) which differs in its last position
only from the consensus
sequence of the cleavage
site of DNA gyrase from E. coli (Morrison et al.,
1980). It is of interest that even this more variable
second half of sequence I contains long stretches
which are identical in two or more ori sequences (see,
for example, the 33-bp stretch between positions 198
and 230 of oril, 3 and 5, or the 38-bp stretch between
positions 201 and 238 of ori2, 6 and 7). Moreover,
some
of the sequence
differences
(positions
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200-230) in the second half of the I stretch of ori2,
6 and 7 may be the result of local inversions (see
legend to Fig. 6).
(iv) The AT stretch r (Fig. 5) is a 16-bp sequence
which was originally identified because it contains a
site of transcription initiation (Baldacci and Bernardi, 1982). Sequence r is perfectly conserved in oril,
2, 5 and 6; in contrast, it presents a base change in
ori3, 4 and 7, at position 7, the position which
immediately precedes the insertion of cluster y; in
ori3, sequence r presents three additional base
changes. Sequence r is located immediately after
cluster C, except in oril and orz2, where it is separated
from it by a 14-bp AT sequence, r’, showing some
homology with r (Fig. 5). In ori and 3, sequence r is
followed by a sequence which is a partial, perfect
repeat of sequence r (Baldacci and Bemardi, 1982)
and contains a transcription initiation site. This
sequence, r”, is 12 bp long in ori2, and 9 bp long in
ori (Figs. 4 and 5). Additional, similar, but shorter
repeats (not indicated in Fig. 4) are found in the
region following sequence r in the other ori sequences,
except for ori7. Finally, as in the case of cluster j?,the
insertion of cluster y takes place within a very highly
conserved region.
(v) The A + T-rich sequence ra occupies a region
following the r sequence, with which it shows some
overlap in the case of orz7. In oril, this sequence is
identical (Baldacci and Bemardi, 1983) to the ars
sites of C. utilis and yeast ARSZ, already mentioned;
in ori5, ra is identical with the an site of yeast HMR
left (Broach et al., 1982). Sequence ra is the perfect
(in oril) or partial (in the other ori sequences)
inverted complement of sequence la (a palindrome in
oril, 5, 7, and is followed by an A-rich region about
30 bp long. It should be noted that patchy complementary inverted homology is found between the
flanking sequences of la and ra, particularly on the
side of clusters C and p.
(vi) The regions preceding cluster A exhibit, at
approximately the same positions, O-50, sequences
which are the direct repeats of sequences following
cluster B (positions 120-180; these repeats are not
identical in different on’ sequences). The regions
following sequence ra contain a number of stretches
which are identical in different ori sequences,
although they are not located at exactly the same
positions; two such sequences are the 21-bp sequences shared by ori and orz7 (positions 345-367).

If 200-bp stretches flanking the ori sequences are
examined, one can notice a difference in the T/A
ratio, which is (on the strands of Fig. 4 and neglecting
GC clusters) 1.4 k 0.2 in the sequences preceding
cluster A, and 0.9 + 0.2 in those following cluster C;
the latter ratio is that found, on the average, in
intergenic sequences.
(d) Potential

secondary structures in ori sequences

As previously observed (Gaillard and Bernardi,
1979) the complementary inverted repeats of clusters A and B can be folded in a hairpin structure
(with a side loop corresponding to sequence s)
comprising the whole A-B cluster region (Bemardi
et al., 1980; de Zamaroczy et al., 1981). The stemand-loop structure of this ‘A-B fold’ (Fig. 7) is
perfectly conserved in all ori sequences.
A case of special interest is that of the oril
sequences present in the genomes of two petites,
a-l/lR/1/26 and a-l/lR/14 (Bemardi et al., 1980; de
Zamaroczy et al., 1981; see Fig. 1). In the former,
cluster A and part of the AT stretch p were deleted
during the excision process; in the latter, the excision
also involved part of AT stretch s (de Zamaroczy
et al., 1983). The positions of the excision sequences
are indicated in Fig. 4. In both cases, an identical
“replacement A-B fold” can be formed using the
1 1-nucleotide excision sequence and the preceding
23 nucleotides in the case of a-l/lR/1/26, or the
13-nucleotide excision sequence and the preceding
20 nucleotides in the case of a-l/lR/14 (Fig. 7). This
stem-and-loop structure is shorter in size and has a
shorter side loop compared to the A-B fold of intact
ori sequence. Interestingly, these replacement A-B
folds, located only 26 (in a-l/lR/1/26) or 7 (in
a-l/ lR/ 14) nucleotides upstream of the normal A-B
fold, comprise nucleotides present on subsequent
repeat units of the petite genomes; in other words,
the “restored” oril sequences are hybrid.
Both clusters B and y may be folded as shown in
Fig. 7. Another secondary structure deserving
mention here is the small inverted palindrome Zp
immediately preceding cluster B (Fig. 7). This comprises a stem formed by 5 bp in ori and 6, or by 4 bp
in ori2,3 and 5; in the case of oril and ori7, two and
three mismatches, respectively, in the stem make this
structure most unlikely.
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DISCUSSION

(a) Number, localization and orientation of ori sequences

These issues do not deserve any additional comment, except to say that strain A is different from
most other laboratory strains in having a canonical
on’1 sequence, instead of the highly rearranged on’1 *
sequence, and in apparently lacking another ori
sequence, on’8 (Faugeron-Fonty et al., 1984).
(b) General properties of ori sequences
The most striking feature of the primary structure

of the seven on’ sequences of the mitochondrial

genome of wild-type yeast studied here is its extreme
conservation. This is perfect for GC clusters A, B, C,
band y and for AT stretchesp and S, except for a 3-bp
deletion in cluster y of oril, and for four changes in
sequence s of ori3. In contrast, differences are found
for AT-stretch I which shows an overall homology of
70% in different ori sequences. These differences
provide, however, evidence for striking sequence
constraints. As far as deletions and additions are
concerned, they almost exactly compensate each
other, accounting for the extreme size constancy
( +_0.5%) of the region in different on’sequences. The
majority of substitutions are transversions which
almost only involve, at about the same extent, A + T
and T+ A changes. The predominance of trans-
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versions over transitions, by a factor higher than
four, is in striking contrast with what is generally
found. For example, 51 out of 53 base changes
detected in ori sequences of the heavy strands of
human mitochondrial genomes belonging to different
individuals were transitions and only two were
transversions (Greenberg et al., 1982).
(c) The la and ra sequences

The la sequences of oril, 5 and 7 and the ra
sequences of oril and 5 are identical to known ars
sites and are embedded in A + T-rich stretches.
They exhibit, therefore, the structural features required for autonomous DNA replication in yeast nuclei
(Broach et al., 1982; Kearsey, 1983). This raises the
question whether the mitochondrial and nuclear
DNA replication systems of yeast really share structural features, an idea of some merit in view of the
claim of shared subunits in nuclear and mitochondrial DNA polymerase (Scovassi et al., 1982). Sequences identical to known ars sites do not appear,
however, to be required for mitochondrial DNA
replication since they only exist in two out of the four
ori sequences of the mitochondrial genome of strain
A, which have been shown to be replicationally
active in petite genomes, namely oril and ori (the
other two such sequences are ori and ori3). The
possibility remains open, however, that the other la
sequences and at least some of the ra sequences
correspond to am sites not yet found.
Another question is whether sequences identical
to ars sites do or do not play a surrogate role in
mitochondrial DNA replication. To answer this
question, a computer search for ten ars sites (one
from the mitochondrial DNA of C. utilis: Tikhomirova et al., 1983; nine from yeast nuclear DNA:
Tschumper and Carbon, 1980; 1981; 1982; Stinchcomb et al., 1981; Broach et al., 1982; Kearsey,
1983) was done over 40 kb of mitochondrial DNA
including ori sequences, intergenic sequences, closed
reading frames from intervening sequences, the varl
gene, the 15s RNA gene, and part of the 21 S RNA
gene. The C, utilis ars site was found to be the most
frequent site (32 copies), followed by those that
differed the least from it, namely HMR right (21
copies), HMR left (15 copies), HO (5 copies), and
HML right (4 copies). Both orientations were about
equally represented. Only one copy of ars sites

containing G and/or C was found (that of ARS2a).
Among the live sequenced ori” petite genomes
(Goursot et al., 1982), four showed several or only
one (in the case of petite No. 4) ars sites, and one
(petite No. 3) none. At least in the latter case, none
of the urs sites explored is required for replication,
but again the possibility remains open that one (or
more) ars sequence(s) different from those explored
is (are) present in the genome of petite No. 3. In any
case, ars sites appear to be involved in the replication
in the yeast nucleus of plasmids carrying ori” segments of mitochondrial DNA, such as that studied
by Hyman et al. (1982).
(d) Sequence lg

As far as sequence lg is concerned, several points
should be made. (i) Three of the ten transitions not
accompanied by transversions of region 1 were the
only changes found in different ori sequences in the
nonanucleotides matching the cleavage site of E. coli
DNAgyrase (Fig. 5). This suggests that an important
structural requirement had to be preserved in the
sequence. Along the same line, the consensus of the
nonanucleotides from the seven ori sequences, T Pu
T G Py T Py T Pu, is a strictly defined sequence,
much more so than that of the cleavage site of E. coli
DNA gyrase, Py Pu T G N Py N N Py. (ii) If the Ig
nonanucleotide corresponds to the cleavage site of a
mitochondrial gyrase, this site is located within the
ori sequence and not outside of it, as in the case of
prokaryotic genomes (Gellert et al., 1979; Morrison
and Cozzarelli, 1979; 198 1). (iii) A computer search
for Zg sequences and for nonanucleotides matching
the gyrase sequence over the 40 kb of sequences of
yeast mitochondrial DNA (see section c, above)
revealed no lg sequence and only one nonanucleotide
(after the cob gene) reinforcing the idea that the latter
is a highly specific sequence.
(e) Sequences r, r’, r”

Sequence r was originally shown (Baldacci and
Bemardi, 1982) to be a site of transcription initiation
in petite genomes carrying oril, and to share a
decanucleotide with the 17-bp transcription initiation
sites of both mitochondrial rRNAs of C. cerevisiae
and of the small rRNA of Khyveromyces luctis
(Osinga and Tabak, 1982; Christianson et al., 1982).
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Subsequent work (Christianson and Rabinowitz,
1983) showed that, in fact, an octa- or nonanucleotide is shared by all transcription initiation sites of
yeast mitochondrial genome identified so far.
As far as ori sequences are concerned, hybridization experiments with separated DNA strands have
identified the template strand used in transcription
as the strand containing the oligopyrimidine stretch
of cluster C; and S 1-nuclease degradation of RNADNA hybrids has indicated that transcription initiates at sequence r and proceeds in the cluster C --t
cluster A direction (Baldacci and Bemardi, 1982).
More recent work (Baldacci and Bemardi, 1983;
Baldacci et al., 1984) has shown that sequence I is
the initiation site not only for long transcripts in
petite genomes (which are absent in wild-type genomes), but also for short RNA primers; in contrast,
nascent DNA chains copied on the “non-r strand”
start within cluster C, following an RNA primer
starting in sequence 1just before cluster C, and are
elongated towards sequence r. In contrast with the
primers copied on the r strand, those copied on the
“non-r” strand begin just after a nonconserved
sequence located at the end of sequence 1(see Fig. 6).
It should be noted that the T -+ C change in the
central nonanucleotide of sequence r from ori has
been found in one site of transcription initiation (the
site for tRNAg’” and cob genes; Christianson et al.,
1983). In contrast with the central nonanucleotide of
Ysequence from ori6, those from ori and 7 do not
correspond to any known transcription initiation
site. The base changes found in these r sequences are
likely to have followed the insertion of cluster y
inactivating the transcription initiation site.
Sequences r’ and r” appear to be the result of
duplications of sequence r (Baldacci and Bernardi,
1982). While r’ is rather seriously rearranged , r”
sequences are perfect, though shorter copies of the
corresponding r sequence, and comprise the nonanucleotides of mitochondrial transcription starts.
This raises two problems, namely whether the on’
sequences carrying two tandem transcription initiation sites, r and r” (on2 and oti3), play a more
important role in the replication of the wild-type
genome than the other two, and which sequence is
actually used to start transcription. While no information is available on the first point, evidence has
been obtained that transcription starts at sequence r
and not at sequence r”, at least in case of on’2 (Colin
et al., 1984).

(f) Potential

coding regions in ori sequences

A very short ORF starting with an AUG triplet at
position 119 (Fig. 4) and ending at position 89 with
two tandem ochre codons corresponding to sequence
s, is found in on2 In the case of ori3, the four base
changes in sequence s are responsible for the absence
of the two ochre codons, and the open reading frame
continues until position 38. The four ori sequences of
the mitochondrial genome of strain A carrying these
ORFs are those shown to be active in replication.
The direction of transcription of this ORF is cluster
C + cluster A and the template strand is that
containing the oligopyrimidine of cluster C; these are
properties already found in transcripts starting at the
r sequence of on’ sequences (Baldacci and Bernardi,
1982), which, in fact, cover the ORF under consideration here. The question remains open as to whether
this short ORF, essentially corresponding to cluster
B, is associated with the production of a small
polypeptide, which would be 10 amino acids long in
the case of oril, 2, 5, and 27 amino acids long in the
case of ori3. Both sequences show a codon usage
similar to that found in other ORFs (Coruzzi et al.,
1981) and in varl (Hudspeth et al., 1982). The 10
amino acid sequence would be fmet-met-asn-lys-lysmet-ser-gly-ser-glu. Obviously, this could only be
produced in wild-type cells where mitochondrial
protein synthesis is active.
Other open reading frames exist in on’ sequences.
However, those beginning with an AUG triplet do
not coincide in position in different ori sequences
(with one exception located at positions 263-265);
moreover, they would be transcribed from the strand
containing the oligopurine sequence of cluster C in
the direction cluster A+ cluster C. No stable transcripts with these properties have been detected in
petite genomes (Baldacci and Bemardi, 1982). Finally, a number of ORFs beginning with an AUA triplet
also exist on both strands.
(g) The secondary structure of ori sequences

Several findings suggest a real existence for the
“A-B fold”. First of all, not only the A and B
clusters, but also the AT stretch p, namely all the
sequences required to form a stable stem, are
perfectly conserved in primary structure; in contrast,
sequence s, forming the side loop, can undergo
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changes. Second, when a deletion removes cluster A
and the following nucleotides, as in the on’1 sequences of petites a-l/lR/14 and a-l/lR/1/26, an
identical replacement loop, with features and location similar to the A-B fold can be formed. This
leads, however, to a decrease in replication efficiency
as judged from suppressivity; this is 80% for
a-l/lR/14
and a-l/lR/1/26,
vs. >95% for al/lR/Zl, a petite carrying an intact oril sequence in
an otherwise identical repeat unit (Figs. 1 and 4).
Third, structures similar to the “A-B fold” are found
in all mammalian mitochondrial on’ sequences investigated so far (see section h, below).
The secondary structures proposed for clusters p
and y and for the AT stretch lp will be discussed
below in section i.

were found between structures found in the on’
sequences of the mitochondrial genome of yeast and
those present on the heavy strands (but not on the
light strands) of the mitochondrial genomes of
mammalian cells.
(i) Secondary structures reminiscent of the A-B
fold in their stem size, A : T/G : C pairs, and position
of the side loop (Fig. S), exist in the ori sequences of
the heavy strand of mitochondrial DNAs from man
(Crews et al., 1979; Anderson et al., 1981), rat
(Kobayashi et al., 1980; Sekiya et al., 1980) mouse
(Bibb et al., 1981) and calf (Anderson et al., 1982)
and also in the putative ori sequence of Aspergillus
amstelodami (Lazarus and KQntzel, 1981). In no
case are these similarities in secondary structures
accompanied by similarities in primary structures.
(ii) A nonanucleotide very similar to that of sequence lg is found in the heavy strand ori sequences
of mammalian mitochondrial genomes (Fig. 9a).
This sequence contains the conserved sequence
CSB-1 (Wong et al., 1983).
(iii) Several polypyrimidine stretches similar to
that of cluster C are found on the heavy strand ori

(h) A comparison of mitochondrial ori sequences
An obvious question raised by the primary and
secondary structural features of the ori sequences of
the mitochondrial genome of yeast concerns their
evolutionary conservation. A number of similarities
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sequences of mammalian
mitochondrial
genomes
(Fig. 9b). One of them has been called sequence
CSB-2 (Wong et al., 1983).
(iv) A comparison
of the ori sequences from the
mitochondrial
genomes of yeast and mammalian
cells revealed (Fig. 9~): a conservation
of (1) the
relative positions of the A-B fold, the Zg nonanucleotide or CSB-1 and of cluster C or CSB-2; and
(2) to some extent, the distance between the end
structures, the A-B fold and the C cluster or CSB-2.
This distance of 200 bp in yeast is 187 bp in mouse
and 183 bp in calf; in man and rat, this distance is
shorter, 76 bp and 134 bp, respectively; other polypyrimidine-polypurine
clusters are, however, present
in these genomes farther away from the A-B fold.

(i) A hypothetical
sequences

tertiary

structure

for the ori

The complementary
inverted homology between
sequences
la and ra and the patchy homology
between their flanking sequences raises the question
as to whether this homology level is high enough as
to cause base-pairing interactions between these two
on’ sequence regions. The answer to this question
should be positive because the homology levels are
certainly comparable with those found in sequences
used in the excision of petite genomes (de Zamaroczy
et al., 1983), a process involving base-pairing interactions and recombination.
Interactions
between the first half of the I region
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( a’)

(b)

or;

I

Fig. 10. Hypothetical superfolding of on’ sequences from the mitochondrial genome of yeast (see also DISCUSSION, section i). (a, a’)
Superfolding of ori and -5; base-pairing interactions take place between sequences la and ra as well as between flanking sequences;
Lp sequence is supposed to loop out. In ori and -6, the size of the loop (132 bp) between sequences lp and C would be considerably
extended (by 70 bp) because of the insertion of clusters /I and 7. This does not occur, however, if these clusters take the configuration
shown in (a’); see Fig. 7 for more details. (b) Folding of on’l. In the case of onl, lp cannot fold upon itself, but can interact with sequence
r’ ; this interaction may also take place in ori2. The overall result is no change in the size of the loop. Only in the case of on7, the loop
would be larger by 30 bp, the size of cluster y.

and the region following cluster C (or y, if present)
mediated by base pairing and by specific proteins
would lead to an overall folding of the on’ sequence,
to the formation of a 132-bp double-stranded loop
(Fig. lo), and to approaching considerably the critical A-B and C-r regions. Such a superfolding is
supported by the general properties of sequence 1and
by the fact that remarkable differences among different ori sequences do not seem to cause changes in the
size of the loop, except in on7 (see legend to Fig. 10).
(i) General considerations and conclusions
(i) The on’ sequences of the mitochondrial genome

of yeast share with ori sequences of other genomes
the general property of being extremely complex
structures fulfilling a number of roles required by
DNA replication. The first to be demonstrated was
that they contain a site for the initiation of RNA
transcription (Baldacci and Bernardi, 1982; Baldacci
et al., 1984), sequence r. This sequence as well as

another one located on the opposite strand and on
the other side of cluster C are used for RNA-primed
bidirectional DNA replication (Baldacci and Bernardi, 1983; Baldacci et al., 1984). Other roles are,
for the time being, only presumed on the basis of
circumstantial evidence. These comprise a putative
site for DNA gyrase within sequence lg: possibly, a
gene largely corresponding to cluster B and directing
the production of a small peptide in wild-type cells;
one or more sites for membrane attachment; and
sites for the termination of RNA transcription and
DNA replication. The latter point is suggested by the
finding of RNA transcripts and DNA nascent chains
having the length of the monomeric units in petite
genomes (Baldacci and Bernardi, 1982; 1983;
Baldacci et al., 1984). While anchoring and termination sites are most likely to exist and only need to be
identified, the feature in favor of the existence of the
peptide-coding gene is that this is only present in
active on’ sequences. An attractive but purely speculative hypothesis is that this peptide is involved in the
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cutting of the long RNA transcripts starting at
sequence r which are present in petites but not in
wild-type cells (Baldacci and Bernardi, 1982;
Baldacci et al., 1984). As far as the putative gyrase
sites are concerned, it should be noted that these
appear to be associated with on’ sequences from the
mitochondrial genome of both yeast and mammalian
cells.
(ii) Even if direct evidence for the lack of transcription is only available for ori4, several findings
indicate that ori sequences carrying a y cluster are
inactive as starting points for both transcription and
replication (Baldacci and Bemardi, 1982; 1983;
Baldacci et al., 1984; Faugeron-Fonty et al., 1984).
Inactive ori sequences do not show more sequence
divergence, relative to a majority sequence, than
active ori sequences. The maintenance in the mitochondrial genome and the conservation of the primary structure of ori4,6 and 7 can be best understood
by assuming: (1) that these sequences still fulfill
other roles of ori sequences, the two most obvious
ones having to do with unwinding and anchoring of
genome units on the mitochon~i~
membrane,
(2) that these roles require secondary and tertiary
structures which in turn are only allowed by a large
preservation of the primary structure.
(iii) The ori sequences of the mitochondrial genome of yeast resemble prokaryotic ori sequences in
two main features. The first is the size, 280 bp in
yeast, 245 bp in E. cola’(the latter being, however, a
minimal size not including the actual site of replication initiation; Tabata et al., 1983). The second is
that both on’ sequences are formed by external
regions extremely conserved in primary structure
and by an internal region in which base changes are
tolerated, but not size changes (Tabata et al., 1983).
Evident analogies in detailed features are seen
between the ori sequences of the mitochondrial
genome of yeast and the heavy-strand ori sequences
of animal mito~hond~~ genomes (see section h,
above). The mitochondrial genome of yeast makes
use, however, of identical ori sequences in opposite
orientations for its replication, whereas that of
animal cells takes advantage of two different ori
sequences for the replication of its strands (see
Clayton, 1982, for a review). Moreover, the heavystrand orisequences exhibit a considerable variability
in the size of the intermediary region in evolution~ly
close species and also in their primary structure

within a species (Greenberg et al., 1983). It is
conceivable that these differences will be seen as less
serious when a better understanding of the tertiary
structure of these sequences will be available. A
comparison of the structural features of mammalian
heavy-strand origins with those ofyeast ori sequences
suggests that the former may be less finely tuned
compared to the latter.
(iv) The mitochondrial genome of yeast is the first
multirepli~on genetic system on which detailed information is available. Several questions can then be
asked. The first concerns the evolutionary origin of
several ori sequences in the same genome. The most
reasonable answer is that they arose by a mechanism
of duplication followed by transiocation events. In
the case of on2 and -7 and of on’3 and -4, which are
present in the genome as tandem pairs separated by
only 2000 bp, it is conceivable that one of the two
tandem pairs was duplicated and translocated as a
whole to generate the second one; if so, translocation
was accompanied by an inversion and followed
either by the addition of cluster pin ori or by its loss
in orz7.
After duplication events took place, on’ sequences
incurred a number of independent changes. These
belong in four classes. First, some ori sequences were
changed by the insertion of cluster p (oriil, 6) and/or
y (ori4, 6, 7). Others underwent local tandem duplications of the r sequence (on’1 and 2 show sequence
r’ ; ori and 3 contain r” sequences). No ori sequences incurred internal deletions, even if these
were possible in terms of available tandem repeats to
be used as excision sequences (de Zamaroczy et al.,
1983). In contrast, ori sequences appear to have
undergone local inversions in sequence 2. Finally, all
ori sequences underwent point mutations, affecting
the central I region.
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